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Taipei, Taiwan –VIVOTEK (TWSE: 3454), a global leading IP surveillance provider, is proud to showcase its latest IP
surveillance solutions at IFSEC 2018, taking place from June 19 to 21 at ExCeL, London. Located at booth B252, VIVOTEK
will present its strategy, “See More in Smarter Ways,” in a range of exceptionally smart IP surveillance systems including
cybersecurity, transportation, 180-degree panoramic and intelligent 360-degree solutions.  Also showcased will be
automation solutions built in cooperation with LOYTEC electronics GmbH, one of the leading European providers of
intelligent networked control products for building automation.

These three highlights will be introduced by VIVOTEK at IFSEC 2018:

Enhanced Cybersecurity Solutions: Aware of the increase in cyberattacks, VIVOTEK is the world’s first network
surveillance camera provider to cooperate with the world-renowned cybersecurity software partner, Trend Micro
Incorporated. This strategic partnership brings a number of benefits to the new cybersecurity-enhanced cameras,
which feature automatic detection, prevent credential attacks, and block suspicious events, together adding an extra
layer of defense and providing a higher level of network security.
See More with 180-degree Panoramic Solutions: VIVOTEK has impressed users with a brand new and
complete 180-degree panoramic network camera product line, including the CC8371-HV, MS8391-EV and MS9390-
HV. These devices maximize the field of view and reduce the total number of cameras required, helping to reduce both
the cost and time spent on total installation. Moreover, these three 180-degree panoramic cameras are all professional
day and night cameras, with IK10 and IP66-rated housings, enabling them to withstand rain and dust as well as to
guard against vandalism or tampering. In addition, each panoramic camera is designed to be ideal for particular
conditions and cover different applications with a variety of different vertical FOV and IR illuminators, making the
product line a total solution, no matter what your application.
Smarter Ways for 360-degree IP Surveillance: VIVOTEK proudly demonstrates two 12-megapixel 360-degree
panomorph fisheye cameras, FE9391-EV and FE9191, which are equipped with VIVOTEK’s self-developed deep
learning technology, Heatmap technology and Crowd detection. The Heatmap technology can automatically generate
statistical analysis, with the frequency of movements displayed in different colors on a Heatmap. Moreover, the Crowd
detection can count the number of people and indicate any selected zone that exceeds an ideal threshold, thus enabling
users analyze areas for future improvements and avoidances. The FE9391-EV and FE9191 both smart-edge devises will
be displaying each technology respectively. Building on its strategy of “See More in Smarter Ways”, VIVOTEK aims to
provide users not only security, but smart technologies that benefit the public and increase the quality and
convenience of life for the most advanced creation on the planet – people.

For more information about VIVOTEK and its comprehensive product line, please visit www.vivotek.com.

###

About VIVOTEK

VIVOTEK Inc. (TAIEX: 3454) was founded in Taiwan in 2000. The Company markets VIVOTEK solutions worldwide, and
has become a leading brand in the global IP surveillance industry. Its comprehensive solutions include network cameras,
video servers, network video recorders, PoE solutions, and video management software. Through the growing proliferation
of IoT, VIVOTEK aspires to become the Eye in IoT by drawing on its expansive technological capabilities in image and
audio. The Company has established offices and subsidiaries in the United States (California), Europe (Netherlands), India
(Delhi), Middle East (Dubai), Latin America (Mexico), and Japan (Tokyo) in 2008, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017
respectively. To create a sound industrial ecosystem, VIVOTEK has expanded strategic alliances with leading international
software and hardware partners and works with over 183 authorized distributors across 116 countries. For more
information, please visit www.vivotek.com.
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